Gawler
Tuesday 7th July 2020

Weather Condition: Fine
Track Condition: Good

Stewards D. Jonas, J. Jones, M. Herrmann.
Veterinary Surgeon Dr. B. Agnew.
Late Scratchings NIL

Race 1 THE BUNYIP MAIDEN STAKE 400m Maiden
-A swab sample was taken from the winner NEW VARIETY.
-On the first turn STRATHMILL LASS checked around the heels of LYNDAWN'S ROSE. There were no further racing incidents to report.

Race 2 G-SIX GREYHOUND ADOPTION PROGRAM SA MAIDEN STAKE 400m Maiden
-A swab sample was taken from the winner MARRIED TWICE.
-Shortly after the start FLAMING BUBBLES moved down checking REALLY GARY. On the first turn SO BRIGHT moved down checking BLACK DIESEL.

Race 3 G-SIX GAWLER DRY CLEANERS (N/P) STAKE 400m Grade 6pw
-A swab sample was taken from the winner JOE’S GOLD.
-On the first turn TEX LEE moved down taking HAYRIDE UMP in checking PRETORIA SON. Turning into the home straight HAYRIDE UMP raced wide.

Race 4 G-SIX NIXON’S FUNCTION CENTRE STAKE 400m Grade 6
-Approaching the turn into the home straight MURRAY STREET and SATIN DRAGONFLY made contact on several occasions. Along the home straight SATIN DRAGONFLY turned its head inwards and was reported for failing to pursue.
SATIN DRAGONFLY was vetted after the race with no injury detected. Stewards acting under GAR69A(2)(a) suspended SATIN DRAGONFLY for 28 days Gawler only and until the completion of a satisfactory trial.

Race 5 ACCELL THERAPY STAKE 400m Grade 6
-On the first turn BLISTERING BETTY moved down checking SWEET LEE and HOPE’S TRIBUTE causing HOPES TRIBUTE to make contact with the running rail then BLISTERING BETTY moved out checking ABSOLUTE DREAM turning ABSOLUTE DREAM sideways. Entering the back straight ASTON TALKS moved out checking CLARETOWN LILLY. Turning off the back straight CLEVERMAN moved down checking STIFF UPPER LIP.
-HOPE’S TRIBUTE was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

Race 6 SECURE RACING LOGISTICS STAKE 400m Grade 6
-On the first turnIROQUOIS LADY moved out checking CORDOZA. Entering the back straight GENTLE BURNER and BOBBIE BUBLE made contact. Turning off the back straight IROQUOIS LADY moved out checking GENTLE BURNER, BOBBIE BUBLE, HAYRIDE MCVEIGH and CORDOZA.

Race 7 GIDDY-UP STAKE 400m Grade 6
-QUICK BURN was slow to begin. Shortly after the start DIGGIN’ FOR GOLD moved out checking CARDHU TOO. On the first turn MISTER KINGSWOOD moved down checking RIO GRANDE. Turning off the back straight CRISIS TIME moved down checking DIGGIN’ FOR GOLD and CARDHU TOO causing DIGGIN’ FOR GOLD to drop back into the running line of DEGAS resulting in DEGAS checking around the heels of DIGGIN’ FOR GOLD and moving out inconveniencing QUICK BURN and RIO GRANDE.

Race 8 THE BUNYIP STAKE 531m Grade 6
-A swab sample was taken from the winner SWEET ROSE.
-SPRINGVALE JORJA stumbled out of the boxes. On the first turn BURNING GLOW and WILLOW ROSE made contact. Turning into the back straight ZETLAND COUNTY moved down checking BURNING GLOW. Turning off the back straight SWEET SAPPHIRE took ZETLAND COUNTY down checking SNEAKY OPTION then shortly after ZETLAND COUNTY became awkwardly placed to the inside of SWEET SAPPHIRE.
-Stewards noted WILLOW ROSE raced with a dislodged muzzle.
### Race 9  G-SIX GREYHOUND ADOPTION PROGRAM SA (SA BRED) STAKE  

| 400m | Grade 5s |

- UP TIME GIRL was slow to begin. On the first turn ORPHAN’S GIRL moved down checking RHYNSTONE TEDDY causing RHYNSTONE TEDDY to drop back checking UP TIME GIRL. Along the back straight RHYNSTONE TEDDY moved down checking MISS EXCUSE causing both greyhounds to lose ground. Turning off the back straight UP TIME GIRL moved down checking RHYNSTONE TEDDY.

- MISS EXCUSE was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

- ORPHAN’S GIRL was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

### Race 10  G-SIX GAWLER DRY CLEANERS MIXED STAKE  

| 400m | Mixed 3/4/5 |

- A swab sample was taken from the winner NIGHT GLOW.

- On the first turn RIPPLE RYDER and SPIRIT OF POP made contact then dropped back checking LIBERAL NUNNIO. Turning off the back straight RIPPLE RYDER moved down checking BLACK SOMBRERO.

### Race 11  G-SIX NIXON’S FUNCTION CENTRE (N/P) STAKE  

| 400m | Grade 5pw |

- On the first turn OLARY moved out checking ROXY’S DAISY. Along the back straight OLARY moved out checking OUTBREAK GIRL. Turning into the home straight OUTBREAK GIRL and OLARY raced wide. Along the home straight OLARY raced wide.

* Published subject to correction upon revision